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Goals
- Understand and master the basics of Dafny.

- Basically, following https://rise4fun.com/Dafny/tutorial and beyond.

- Reproduction of Modeling Concurrency in Dafny 1.
- Both the modelization of concurrency and the example.

- Implement and prove properties of a simple lock-based TM.
- Relying on the previously implemented concurrency modelization.

- Implement and prove properties of a more advanced and efficient TM with 
invisible reads.

- Following a similar algorithm to "Algorithm 2" given in The Semantics of Progress in 
Lock-Based Transactional Memory 2.

1 Leino, K.R. (2017). Modeling Concurrency in Dafny. SETSS. http://leino.science/papers/krml260.pdf
2 Guerraoui, R., Kapalka, M. (2009). The Semantics of Progress in Lock-Based Transactional Memory. ACM SIGPLAN Notices. https://infoscience.epfl.ch/record/130152

https://rise4fun.com/Dafny/tutorial
http://leino.science/papers/krml260.pdf
https://infoscience.epfl.ch/record/130152


The Ticket System



Ticket system reminder
Ticket System:

- Paper by K. Rustan M. Leino.
- Leino, K.R. (2017). Modeling Concurrency in Dafny. SETSS. 

http://leino.science/papers/krml260.pdf.

- Describes how Dafny can be used to model a concurrent system.
- Simple example: “tickets” used to regulate usage of a shared resource.

http://leino.science/papers/krml260.pdf


Ticket system reminder
Algorithm: Generalization of Hungry Philosophers

- Processes request tickets with a unique number
- When “now serving” matches the number on 

their ticket, may access the shared resource.
- “Now serving” counter increases when a process 

stops accessing the protected space.
- Process with next ticket can then access the 

resource.

Now Serving:
12

1 2

Next



Safety implementation
Model 1:

- Global map of process to state, 
counters for ticket and now serving.

- Functions model atomic events, alter 
global variables.

- Predicate Valid() pre and post 
condition of each function.

- Models safety.

- Does not model liveness.
- Has a separate Scheduler.



Safety implementation
- For this model, the 

TicketSystem is an 
“ecosystem” made under a 
class.

- Everything is a method under 
the class*, along with a 
constructor.



Safety implementation
- Valid() is used throughout 

the model.
- It is the basis to see that a 

Process can do a specific 
action.



Safety implementation
- Now for our atomics 

events, each one is a 
method.



Safety implementation
- Now enforcing the fact that only one 

process can access the resource at a 
time.

- The Lemma here will be used to check 
that two different Process cannot be 
‘Eating’ at the same time.



Liveness implementation
Model 2:

- Ticket System State, no global variables, no more class, pure predicates.

- Functions map one ticket system state to next state.
- Uses traces (function from times to ticket-system states)

- Must start in state satisfying Init().
- Each pair of consecutive states must be allowed as atomic event by process scheduled the time.

- Liveness and safety.



Valid(...) predicate changes in the 
following ways:

- It does not depends on the fields of 
the class anymore (classless), 
rather on the fields of the TSState.

- We have an extra condition for 
liveness, namely that every ticket 
from serving to the most recently 
issued ticket is in use.

Liveness implementation



Liveness implementation
To check the states, we shall verify that the 
initial state is correct, and that the following 
states are correct - and reachable.

- Init(...): Starting state of our TSS.
- Next(...): Next states of our TSS.
- NextP(...): Next reachable states of 

our TSS.

Previous methods such as 
Request(...) are now predicates.



Liveness implementation
- A Schedule is a function from a time to a Process.

- We are using it to check that all times have a Process.

- A Trace is a function from a time to a TSS.
- We are using Init(...) and Next(...)!

- For a Schedule to be “Fair”, for any 
Process p, no matter the steps, there is 
a future time where p will be scheduled 
again.



Liveness implementation
 



Liveness implementation
 



Transactional memory



TMs
Transaction :

A group of read and write operation.

Transactional Memory:

System to allow concurrent accesses to shared memory, while conserving 
linearizability (sometimes called Atomicity) of transactions.



Implementation details - Basic types
MemoryObject : One unit of memory (with its 
own lock and timestamp).
- Here represented as a natural number, but in 
real implementations it’s usually a pointer.

Operation : Read and Write operations.
- What is read/written does not matter for the 
proofs.
- tryCommit and Abort operations are implicit.
(Explicit aborts are not considered here.)



Implementation details - System state
txQueues : List of transactions assigned to 
each process.

procStates : State of each process (progress 
and memory, see next slide)

dirtyObjs : Only used for the proofs, can not 
be used in the algorithm’s logic.

lockedObjs and objTimeStamps : shared 
atomic objects used by the TM algorithm.



Implementation details - Process state
currentTx, currentOp, currentSubOp :
- Similar to a “current instruction register” in a 
processor.
- “SubOp” or “sub-operation” are the atomic 
unit of execution.
- Special values of currentOp are assigned to 
tryCommit and Abort.

readSet and writeSet : variables used by the 
TM algorithm.



Implementation details - Immutability
Process and system state are immutable. 
Mutation is expressed through special 
constructors.

Those constructors can ensure properties :



Implementation details - Step
Main function containing the 
TM algorithm code.

Takes the system and the 
pid for which to execute the 
next sub-operation.

Nested ifs to determine what 
to do.



Implementation details - Step: Write
Split into two “atomic” 
sub-operations :

1- Try locking
(if failed, next op will be abort)

2- Do the “write” (here mark dirty)

A single sub-operation is executed 
per call to step.



Implementation details - First piece of validation
Mostly verifies that the various state variables 
stays in the range of valid values.



Difficulties and Limitations of Dafny
Sometimes smart, sometimes not as 
much.

Very few details of what fails / why.

No difference made between violation 
and timeout in proving.

Hard to debug.

Very few documentation online.



- Rewrite in stainless (almost done)
- Define scheduler and traces
- Prove some safety properties
- Prove some liveness properties
- Implement and do the proofs for other TM algorithms

What’s next



What’s next : Safety properties
- Linearizability (Opacity 1 and 2) : Any concurrent execution is equivalent to 

some sequential execution → Define a mapping from concurrent execution to 
sequential execution and prove equivalence

- Opacity 3 : All transactions, even aborted ones, should always observe 
shared memory in a consistent state. → Does not hold in the current TM 
system. A simple counter example is required.



What’s next : Liveness properties
Strong progressiveness : 

- If a transaction has no conflict, it cannot be aborted.
- If a group of transaction conflict on a single object, not all can can be aborted.

→ Can be proven by proving the three properties :

- The trylock object used is a valid strong trylock object
- If a process trylock or holds the lock of an object, then it is currently executing a transaction 

that has a write operation on that object
- If a transaction T aborts, either a trylock failed or some other process did hold the lock of an 

object read by T at some point during the execution of T (but before T acquired the lock)



What’s next : Liveness properties
Strong progressiveness doesn’t provide any progress guarantees on the execution 
of a group of transactions with conflicts over multiple objects.

A stronger property :

Any transaction that is retried until it commits, will eventually commit

→ Much harder to prove. Requires specific probabilistic properties of the 
scheduler.

→ Without specific properties of the scheduler, counter examples can be found.


